Exhibition Description
In “Nature Interrupted,” Erik Jon Olson uses quilted plastic waste to examine the
effects that consumerism, mass consumption and particularly the use of plastic have
on our climate, water ways and wildlife.

Artist Statement
Erik Jon Olson
Each piece is constructed of eight to twelve layers of machine quilted and surged, previously used,
single-use plastic. The “batting” consists of used pallet wrap. The thread is left-over from garment
manufacturing. And his sewing machines are second-hand. He even saves all his scrap for future use.
Using this quilted plastic waste as his medium, Erik creates works that deal with the effects of
consumerism, mass consumption and unfettered capitalism. By layering environmental issues with
social justice messaging, his art emphasizes our alienation from the environment and each other,
our willingness to waste, and our subsequent need for healing. By minimizing his carbon footprint in
the creation of pieces and transcending the medium without denying what it is, Erik creates art that
embodies Marshall McLuhan’s concept that “the medium is the message.”

Artist Bio
www.erikjonolson.com
@erikjon.olson
@erikjonolson
Erik Olson grew up on a hog farm in northwest Iowa where,
at an early age, he realized his ability to make things out
of whatever was readily available. After earning a degree in
advertising design from Iowa State University, he moved to Minneapolis and began a 25-year career
as a creative in the advertising industry. In his spare time, he experimented with different multimedia approaches to create art. After retiring, Erik helped a friend brand a business that made
functional items out of single-use plastic waste. He also helped source the used plastic and provided
some initial assistance in product/process development. Knowing that Erik had a propensity to create
from whatever was available, his friend challenged him to use his design skills to create art from the
leftovers of that manufacturing process. Erik accepted the challenge, took the “waste of the waste”
home, and started making. Quilted plastic waste proved itself a viable medium. Since 2009, he has
won numerous awards and has exhibited and sold his art locally and nationally.
Erik works out of his home studio in Plymouth, Minnesota, where he continues to
create large-scale works from quilting plastic waste.

Melt Down
Quilted Plastic Waste •50” x 72”• $1,200
Our ice packs are melting, our glaciers are retreating, our rivers are drying up and our
oceans are rising. Can we, as a global community, change our behaviors in order to
mitigate the dire consequences that our mass consumption has on the environment.

Forests on Fire
Quilted Plastic Waste •48” x 71”• $1,700
We are burning that which is most precious and the loss in incalculable.

Look Powell, Lake Mead
Quilted Plastic Waste •57” x 55” • $1,200
Fresh water is running out.

View from a Bridge
Quilted Plastic Waste•48” x 38” • $950
Our water comes in bottles and our bottles end up in the water.

Say Goodbye to Paradise
Quilted Plastic Waste •44” x 42”• $900
Plastic waste is a severe threat to Papahahumokuakea Marine National Monument.

School of Thought: Phosphate Fish
Quilted Plastic Waste •70” x 41”• $1,500
If we poison the water, we poison the fish, and if we poison the fish, we poison ourselves.

Splash!
Quilted Plastic Waste •25” x 36” • $500
Single-use plastic is a disruptive “invasive species.”

Changing the seasons in Chernobyl
Quilted Plastic Waste•35” x 150” • $2,500
Our energy use is changing the climate. When read left to right, the seasons change
in the wrong order - Autumn, Summer, Spring, Winter, Autumn.

Surviving Progress
Quilted Plastic Waste •53” x 66”• $1,200
When left to its own devices, nature can and will take control and overrun
the man-made barriers we have put in its way.

Bird Feeder
Quilted Plastic Waste •35” x 80”• $800
This piece is based on pictures of dead albatross on Midway Island. They died
from ingesting bits of plastic that were in the Pacific.

Rivers Run Through It
Quilted Plastic Waste •45” x 101” • $2,400
Do rivers of plastic run through our wetlands and waterways or do our
natural rivers now run through forests of plastic?

